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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an expandable multiprocessor system 

design based on: 

a) an INTEL 80188 based microcomputer as 

the basic processing element 

b) a multi-channel, multi-access, processor 

independent interprocessor communications 

subnetwork with data transfer rates of 

250 Kbps or 1 Mbps per channel 

The basic system design consists of two IBM PC expansion 

cards - a single processor IBM PC Interface Card, and a Quad 

Processor Card containing four 80188 CPUs. Bach processor 

has access to two separate Interprocessor (IP) serial data 

channels. An IP channel supports as many as 16 processors 

using a token bus data link control. IP communications is 

either direct or routed via intervening processors to sup

port an unlimited number of processors in a given system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The LAN Multiprocessor Alternative 

The availability of a large variety of microprocessor 

and microelectronic components at very low prices allows de

sign engineers to develop large multimicroprocessor systems 

that not long ago were economically impractical. Although 

the topologies of such systems can be as different as the 

myriad of microprocessor components, one approach to multi-

microprocessor design is to take advantage of available 

microcommunication devices that support Local Area Network 

technology. By designing interprocessor communications sub

networks using LAN technology, multimicroprocessor systems 

can be developed that are both easily expandable and non-CPU 

specific. 

A multimicroprocessor system that provides LAN based 

interprocessor (IP) communications can be easily expanded 

by ensuring that at least one node on each LAN in the system 

has the potential to access at least one other LAN. Figure 

0-1 illustrates this concept of multiprocessor expansion. 

This idea is not unique in that many computer networks 

are multiple LANs coupled by inter-LAN "gateways". As fi

gure 1-1 indicates, each LAN is not necessarily implemented 

the same. Many different LAN strategies (i.e., CSMA/CD, 

Token Passing Bus, Token Ring,...) can be used in the same 
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Figure 1-1. DMPS Expansion Using LAN Technology 
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multiprocessor system. Thus what ever strategies are best 

suited for an application can be implemented. 

Another benefit of using LAN based IP communications 

for a multiprocessor design is that such a system is not 

CPU specific. That is that any type of processing element 

can be added to the system as long as it can be interfaced 

to the network interface hardware. For most of todays LAM 

support chips this means that almost any type of micro

processor can be used as the basis for designing a process

ing element to be added to the system. 

This idea of an expandable and nonhomogeneous (non-CPU 

specific) multiprocessor system allows for computer systems 

to be developed that can be constantly upgraded in terms 

of performance and capabilities and at the same time take 

advantage of advances in technology. For instance, a system 

may be designed originally to provide a distributed database 

for a medium size business. Later, as the business expands, 

the system may become strained by increased demands on the 

system as it was originally installed. The increased in 

demand may simply be for a larger database in which system 

performance can be upgraded by adding more processors. In 

fact, these new processors may be more powerful substitutes 

for the originals, recently made available on the market. 

It is also possible that the increase in demand takes 

on the form of new distributed applications that were not 

in use at the time of the original installation. It may be 
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that a new engineering section has been added to the company 

and the system is being heavily taxed by a large distributed 

cost engineering application that could run much faster i£ 

special numeric processing CPUs were added to the system. 

In this case, the system may be expanded with these numeric 

processing elements instead o£ the original CPUs. 

This example is only one of many that illustrate how 

such a LAM based multiprocessor system might be applied. 

In addition to distributed database management systems and 

the cost engineering system, other application areas are: 

- Robotics 

- Factory Automation 

- Industrial Control Systems 

- Artificial Intelligence 

- Voice & Optical Recoginition 

- System Modelling (Economics, Sociology 

Medicine, Chemistry, Microbiology,...) 

The LAN solution for interprocessor communications is 

most certainly the only one. A very common alternative is 

a shared memory solution. Generally, a parallel data bus, 

the width of the CPU's data bus, is used to access a shared 

memory area accessible to at least one other CPU. This 

solution to IP communications allows for a tighter coupling 

of CPUs in a multiprocessor system in that they can access 

this shared memory directly and much more quickly than the 
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serial bus approach described above. Although this tech

nique allows for higher performance multiprocessor systems, 

such systems will always be MfixedH in the design stage. 

That is to say, the multiprocessor design will require 

specific CPU's and will only tolerate a designed (thus 

limited) number of processing elements in the system. 

Probably the best solution to a multiprocessor design 

is to marry both approaches and design a system with appli

cation specific, tightly coupled processors with at least 

one processor in each tightly coupled network having a LAN 

access. If such an approach is to be used, it is clear 

that a LAN based multiprocessor design can be expanded 

to include tightly coupled multiprocessing components more 

easily than a tightly coupled multiprocessing system can 

be expanded to included a LAN based multiprocessing network 

and additional shared memory multiprocessors. 

1.1 System Overview 

The major hardware components of the multiprocessor 

system are two IBM PC compatible full size expansion cards. 

One card serves as an interface for the IBM PC to the multi

processor network. The other card expands the system in 

four processor increments. 

The IBM PC Interface Card consists of: 

a) one 8 MHz 80188 CPU 
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b) 32 to 64 Kbytes o£ SRAM and 32 Kbytes o£ 

EPROM for the 80188 CPU 

c) one Z8530 SCC with each o£ it's two serial 

data channels configured to provide a 250 

Kbps transfer rate 

d) a 32 Kbyte shared memory interface between 

the 80188 CPU and the IBM PC. 

Each of the Z8530 channels is used to transmit/receive 

data on a 50 ohm coax cable which can be as long as 1,000 

meters and taps on this trunk cable can be as long as 3 

meters. Cable connections are made with inexpensive 50 ohm 

BNC connectors and as many as 16 taps can exist on a single 

trunk cable. 

The second card (Quad Card) consists of four basic mul

tiprocessing elements (MPEs). A basic MPE consists of: 

a) one 8 MHz 80188 CPU 

b) 32 to 64 Kbytes of SRAM and 32 Kbytes of 

EPROM for the 80188 CPU 

c) one Z8530 SCC with one channel configured 

to provide a 250 Kbps transfer rate, and 

the other channel to provide a 1 Mbps 

transfer rate. 

The Z8530 channel with the 250 Kbps rate is implemented in 

the same manner as a channel on the IBM PC Interface Card. 

The channel with the 1 Mbps rate is used to provide IP 
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communications among the four processors on the Quad card 

only. 

The EPROM for each of the 80188s is programmed to 

provide: 

a) 80188 processor initialization 

b) drivers for the Z8530 and 80188 timers 

c) a token bus data link control (DLC) for 

each of the two Z8530 channels 

d) network control for each of the two 

channels 

e) application service requests 

The 80188 processor initialization routines consist of: 

- initialization of the 80188's chip select 

logic 

- SRAM test, initialization, and size deter

mination 

- initialization of the interrupt vector table 

- transfer of processor control to the system 

monitor 

The driver for the Z8530 provides: 

- initialization, send, receive and interrupt 

routines 

The drivers for the 80188 timers provide: 

- initialization of the system clock, 
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get_time_elapsed, and system clock 

Interrupt routine 

- system timers (alarms used by the DLC); 

start_timer, stop_timer, and timer 

interrupt routine 

The DLC routines implement a finite state machine to 

control DLC frame transmit/receive. A modified SDLC frame 

format is used (modified to implement the token bus). 

The network control routines provide for: 

- maintaining the network directory 

- handling monitor system requests from a 

network node 

- receiving and transmitting application 

frames 

Application service requests can originate in an appli

cation that is on the PC, the 80188, or on a remote 80188 

(accross the network). These requests are: 

- get system status 

- get network directory 

- load a program 

- execute a program 

- send a data block to the IBM PC 

- get a data block from the IBM PC 

- open a network channel to an application 
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- activate a send request 

- close a network channel to an application 

- get system time 

The system software can be developed on a third card 

specifically designed for this purpose, the IBM PC Develop

ment Card. This card contains all the elements of the IBM 

PC Interface Card and in addition replaces the 32 Kbyte 

EPROM with a 32 Kbyte SRAM. This SRAM and the lowest 32 

Kbytes of the 80188*s system SRAM can be accessed directly 

by the IBM PC. Access to these memory areas along with 

the 80188 processor reset are under IBM PC program control. 

This gives the software system developer the ability to 

debug the 80188 system software directly from the console 

of an IBM PC. 

Chapter 2 provides a description of the hardware design 

for the system. This includes block diagrams for the basic 

multiprocessing element (MPE), the IBM PC Interface Card, 

the Quad Card, and the IBM PC Development Card. Also in

cluded are complete schematics for each of the three IBM 

PC expansion cards as well as memory and I/O maps for each 

of the 80188 processors. 

Chapter 3 provides a description of the system software. 

This includes a description of programmable features of the 

80188 and the Z8530. Also included is a description of the 

timer routines, the DLC finite state machine and frame 
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formats, the network control routines and frame formats/ 

and the application service routines and access methods. 

Chapter 4 illustrates how applications are developed for 

the system. Techniques for an 60188 application to communi

cate with the IBM PC and other network nodes are shown. 

Also demonstrated is the method for developing an 80188 

application on the IBM PC, loading the application on the 

80188, and communicating with the application. Finally, 

some example programs are given. 

A floppy diskette is available that includes the source 

code of the software mentioned in this paper. Contact the 

author for information on how to obtain this diskette. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HARDWARE DESIGN 

2.0 Hardware Overview 

This chapter describes the design o£ the hardware 

components o£ the system. First, the basic multiprocessing 

element is described. This unit, consisting o£ a single 

processing element and a network inter£ace unit, is the 

basic component o£ the multiprocessor design. This follows 

with a detailed explanation o£ the design of each of the 

three IBM PC expansion cards. 

2.1 Basic Multiprocessing Element (MPE) 

The basic hardware component of the system is the basic 

multiprocessing element (MPE). A block diagram of the MPE 

is shown in figure 2-1. The MPE consists of a processing 

element (PE) and a network interface unit (NIU). The MPE 

is an 8 MHz 80188 microcontroller with 32 - 64 Kbytes of RAM 

and 32 Kbytes of program ROM. The NIU consists of a Z8530 

serial communications controller and drivers for the two 

serial channels. The serial channels can be referred to 

as external or internal. If a channel can connect to 

processors o££ the IBM PC expansion card it is referred to 

as external, otherwise it can only connect processors that 

are on the same PC board and is referred to as internal. 
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Figure 2-1. Basic Multiprocessing Element Block Diagram 

2.1.0 INTEL 80188 CPU 

The INTEL 80188 microcontroller is a high integration 

16-bit microprocessor. It is object code compatible with 

an 8088/86 microprocessor and includes the following 

features: 

- enhanced 8088/86 instruction set 

- clock generator 

- 2 independent DMA channels 

- 3 programmable 16-bit timers 

- programmable interrupt controller 

- programmable memory and I/O chip select logic 
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- programmable wait state generator 

- local bus controller 

This allows for object code to be developed on an IBM 

PC using many available programming tools (compilers, 

assemblers, debuggers). This high level of integration also 

replaces five VLSI 8088 support chips as well as several 

logic chips used for generating the chip select signals. 

This results in a substantial savings of both board space 

(essential to a multi-microprocessor system design) and cost 

(an 8 MHz 80188 retails for $12 whereas a standard 8 MHz 

8088 with equivalent support circuitry retails for about 

$21). 

The enhanced instruction set includes 10 new instruc

tions as well as faster effective address calculations and 

faster execution speeds for many instructions (multiple-bit 

shift/rotate instructions are 1.5 to 2.5 times faster, 

multiply/divide instructions are 3 times faster, string 

instructions are 2 times faster, and effective address 

calculations are 3 to 6 times faster). 

The 80188 requires a maximum of 550 mA to operate at 

zero degrees centigrade and 415 mA maximum to operate at 

70 degrees centigrade. A CMOS version available requires 

a maximum of 150 mA at zero degrees centigrade. 

All outputs from the 80188 can drive 400 uA and source 

2.0 mA. The clock input can be from either a CMOS compatible 
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oscillator with a 50 percent duty cycle and 10 nsec rise and 

fall times, or a parallel resonant fundamental mode crystal. 

In either case, the clock frequency must be 16 MHz. The 8 

MHz system clock is generated from this signal and is 

available at the clockout signal for external system timing. 

2.1.1 Memory Systems 

The RAM used by the 80188 are 32 Kbyte static RAM chips 

(either 43256 or 62256 SRAMs). Both versions of these SRAMs 

are widely available and fairly inexpensive ($20 for a 150 

nsec 43256) as well as interchangeable. For a design such 

as this, which does not use a large number of memory chips, 

these SRAMs allow for a simpler hardware design (no genera

tion of row and column addresses, and no refresh) as well 

as greater processor throughput (no refresh). Both SRAM 

types are very low power (70 mA maximum when active, 2 mA 

maximum when non active - even lower when CMOS versions are 

used). 

The system ROM is a 250 nsec, 27256 type EPROM. This 

chip retails for $6 (CMOS version) and requires 40 mA when 

active, or 500 uA when not active. 

2.1.2 IP Communications Subnetwork 

The Interprocessor (IP) communications subnetwork 

consists of the NIU and the IP medium. The NIU consists 
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of the Z8530, TTL glue for the 80188 to Interface with the 

Z8530, and the IP media drivers. The IP media drivers are 

either SN75176 bidirectional line drivers for a 50 ohm 

coaxial IP medium or 74LS125 tristate buffers for an oncard 

IP medium (printed circuit or wirewrap). 

2.1.2.0 Z8530 SCC 

The Z8530 SCC Is another chip that is widely available 

(and consequently fairly inexpensive at $5). This chip 

provides for a variety of communication services one of 

which is SDLC serial communications on two independent chan

nels. Each channel can provide up to 1 Mbps data rate (with 

external synchronization) or a 250 Kbps data with an on chip 

DPLL driven by an external 4 MHz crystal. The Z8530 also 

provides for a DMA interface for each channel (separate DMA 

for receive and transmit is available on each channel for a 

possible interface to four separate DMA channels). Since 

the 80188 only provides 2 independent DMA channels, only one 

channel of DMA is available for each SCC serial channel. 

Since one of the SCC's DMA interfaces provides for program

mable selection of either transmit or receive and only 

synchronous communications is used, this does not create 

a problem as long as the data link protocol used does not 

require collision detection. If collision detection were 

required, the processor would need to receive the results 
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of a transmission and would thus require the use of the 

other DMA interface. This design only utilizes the DMA 

channels available on the 80168 and collision detection 

is not available for the data link protocol. 

Eight DIP switches are available to select an address 

for the data link protocol. These switches are available 

to be read by the 80188. The lower 4 DIP switches select 

the address for chO and the upper 4 DIP switches select the 

address for chl. 

2.1.2.1 Z8530 CPU Interface 

The Z8530 is not directly compatible with the 80188 

microprocessor. Several incompatibilities exist that 

require consideration in designing a hardware interface 

between the 80188 and the Z8530. 

One serious drawback to this chip is the access recovery 

time required between reads and writes. The Z8530 requires 

a minimum period of six of it's clock cycles plus 200 nsecs 

between a read or write. Thus, if two sequential accesses 

to this chip are required (an unavoidable situation during 

programming or multi-channel use with DMA), the CPU must 

wait a rather lengthy time (over 13 of it's regular clock 

cycles). 

Although this valid access recovery time problem is the 

most difficult to address, there are other incompatibility 
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issues as well. For instance, the data must be present on 

the data bus before the processors write line goes active 

(a condition not provided by the 80188 directly). Also, 

the Z8530 requires an active read/write signal to be at 

least 390 nsecs long (a condition that requires 3 wait 

states for a write and 2 wait states for a read). Finally, 

the Z8530 requires 70 nsecs after the read signal goes 

inactive to float the data bus. The 80188 only guarantees 

85 seconds for an inactive address/data bus after a high 

read signal. So, unless a transceiver is used to isolate 

the address bus from the data bus on the multiplexed addr/ 

data bus, the maximum delay provided by the SCC interface 

logic for the read signal must not be greater than 15 nsecs 

(for a low to high transition) to guarantee that there is 

no bus contention. 

The solution to the problem of the minimum access re

covery time also solves the requirement of the 390 nsec 

read/write active signal and the requirement that the data 

be present on the bus before the write line goes active. 

In order to insure that at least 6 SCC clock cycles (each 

clock cycle is 250 nsecs) + 200 nsecs occurs between each 

Z8530 access, a 16-bit counter can be used to count 8 SCC 

clock cycles after a Z8530 chip select signal goes inactive. 

Seven of these counts will provide the necessary delay and 

the extra count provides for the 80188 and the Z8530 not 
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being synchronized. The inactive going edge of the Z8530 

chip select is used to set a flip flop that enables the 

16-bit counter. When this counter reaches a count of 8 

(highest bit set), this resets the flip flop, which resets 

and disables the counter. This same flip is used to set 

and disable other flip flops that control presentation of 

the read/write signals to the Z8530, provide for an active/ 

inactive ARDY signal to the 80188, and extend the ARDY after 

the read/write signals are active for 3 additional wait 

states. By synchronizing the flip flop that controls pre

sentation of the read/write enable signal with the falling 

edge of the 80188 clockout signal, this ensures that the 

data is active on the data bus before write goes active. 

The final problem of a 15 nsec maximum delay for the 

read signal to go inactive is handled by using the read/ 

write enable signal generated by the previously mentioned 

circuit to enable a 74LS125 tristate buffer (with the output 

pulled high by a 4.7K ohm resistor) which enables/disables 

the read signal directly from the 80188. The low to high 

propagation delay for this buffer is exactly 15 nsecs maxi

mum. 

The reason that the read signal cannot be presented to 

the Z8530 directly from the 80188 is because the Z8530 uses 

a low signal on both the read and write inputs to control 

the SCC hardware reset. So, the reset low signal provided 
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by the Inversion of the IBM PC reset signal must somehow 

be included with the 80188's read and write signals. For 

the write signal, the reset low signal Is simply ANDed with 

the result of oring the 80188 write with the write enable 

generated by the SCC TTL glue. For the 80188 read, the 

read enable is ORed with the reset signal to enable the 

74LS125 buffer as described above, and the reset low signal 

is used to enable another 74LS125 buffer with the input tied 

low. This provides for both the read and write inputs to 

the Z8530 to go low at the same time during the duration of 

the IBM PC reset signal (which is at least twice as long as 

the 250 nsecs required by the Z8530). The schematics for 

each of the IBM PC expansion cards provide details of the 

actual implementation of these circuits. 

2.1.2.2 IP Interface 

The serial data channels on the Z8530 must provide some 

type of hardware interface in order to obtain a shared bus. 

For the serial channels that communicate to a system that 

may use a separate power source, this requires a differen

tial line driver. In trying to keep the interprocessor (IP) 

linkage a simple as possible, the DPLL is also used in this 

situation so that a separate clock signal is not required 

(a single coaxial cable can provide the IP communications 

medium). A SN75176 Is a bidirectional differential line 
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driver that provides that electrical characteristics neces

sary to drive the signal frequency over a 50 ohm coaxial 

cable 1,000 meters in length with as least 15 other SN75176s 

receiving. This chip is also provided with an overload 

protection circuit that shuts down the driver if bus conten

tion by other members on the bus should overload the driver. 

For the serial channels that are guaranteed to be using 

the same power supply source (no grounding differences), 

such as the channels on the Quad Card, a shared bus can be 

achieved by using a 74LS125 to isolate the transmit signal. 

Also, since all the channels can be synchronized with the 

same clock signal, a 1 MHZ signal can be generated and used 

by all the channels to transmit/receive the serial data and 

thus achieve a 1 Mbps data transfer rate. 

2.1.2.3 Analysis of Coaxial Medium 

The design of the coaxial network is to support 16 

SN75176 line drivers each being connected with Amphenol 50 

ohm connectors. Considerations must be given to: 

- maximum length of a tap to the trunk cable 

- signal loss at each tap 

- maximum length of the trunk cable 

The maximum length of a tap can be determined by using 

a rule of thumb that states that the length of a tap to a 

wave guide should be much less than 1/4 the length of the 
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wave o£ the signal being transmitted on the wave guide (re£. 

IEEE 802.4). The maximum signal frequency being used is 500 

KHz (twice the data rate since FMO encoding is being used; 

this means that two edges occur for zero data bits). Thus, 

the wave length of a 500 KHz signal travelling in a standard 

50 ohm coaxial cable (RG58A/U) is: 

y = (k*c)/f 

where, 

y = wave length in meters 

k = velocity of propagation 

c = speed of light 

f = frequency of signal 

thus, 

y = (0.69 * 3.00 E8) / 500 KHz 

= 414.0 ra 

One fourth of this result is 103.5 m. Thus, it becomes 

a question as to what is "much less than" 103.5 m« Five 

percent may be considered as an absolute upper limit and 

1 percent may be a sufficient lower limit. Thus, a two 

or three percent value may be considered as "much less than" 

and a tap length of two to three meters is acceptable. This 

value is proportionate with the IEEE 802.4 recomendation for 

a maximum tap length for a 5 MHz signal over a 75 ohm coax 

cable (same velocity of propagation) which is 0.3 meters. 

The signal tap loss at each tap is the result of 
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adding the connector insertion losses and the attenuation 

of signal from the length of the coaxial tap. At 1 MHz 

(500 KHz ratings not available, but would be lower) the 

attenuation for RG58A/U 50 ohm coaxial cable is 0.44 dB 

per 100 feet. The insertion loss for each BNC connection 

is less than 0.01 dB. Thus for a 10 foot tap with a T con

nection the total loss of signal would be: 

signal loss = (0.0044 * y) + (0.01 * c) 

where, 

signal loss is in dB 

y = length of coaxial tap in feet 

c = number of BNC connections 

thus, 

signal loss = (0.0044 * 10) + (0.01 * 4) 

= 0.084 dB 

For 16 taps there would be a total of 1.344 dB signal 

loss. The SN75176 line driver outputs a minimum signal of 

1.5 volts on a 50 ohm line. The receiver input sensitivity 

is 0.2 volts, the total possible signal loss is: 

signal loss = 20 log(Vin / Vout) 

= 20 log(1.5 / 0.2) 

= 17.5 dB 

Thus, a signal loss of 17.5 dB can occur. 

The maximum length of the trunk cable is calculated by: 

y = s / a 
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where, 

y = length of trunk cable in feet 

s = available loss in dB of signal 

a = attenuation per foot in dB 

thus, 

y = (17.5 - 1.344) / 0.0044 

= 3,672 feet (approximately 1,000 meters) 

2.2 IBM PC Interface Card 

The IBM PC Interface Card is designed to provide a basic 

MPE with two external channels and a 32 Kbyte shared memory 

interface with the IBM PC. A block diagram of the IBM PC 

Interface Card is shown in figure 2-2. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 

show a memory map and an I/O map for the 80188 on the IBM PC 

Interface Card. Figures 2-5 through 2-14 show the hardware 

schematic diagrams for the IBM PC Interface Card. 

2.2.0 Basic MPE 

The clock source for the 80188 is a 16 MHz parallel re

sonant fundamental mode crystal. Access to the RAM results 

in a chip select time of 278 nsecs for a write and 283 nsecs 

for a read. The write active width is 185 nsecs and the 

read active width is 175 nsecs. The 43256 150 nsec SRAM 

chip requires an access time which is much less than even 

the active read/write widths. The output disable time is 
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Figure 2-2. IBM PC Interface Card Block Diagram 

50 nsecs which is well under the 85 nsecs required by the 

80188 and there is no data hold time required for a write. 

The 250 nsec 27256 EPROM is more closely timed. The access 

time is obviously satisfied, as is the output enable time 

which is 100 nsecs from the active read signal. The output 
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disable time for the EPROM is 60 nsecs which is well under 

the 85 nsecs required by the 80188. The Z8530 clock is 

generated by driving 1/2 of a 74LS393 with the 80188 clkout 

signal and taking the divide by two output. 

2.2.1 PC Shared Memory Interface 

There are four flip flops on the card to synchronize the 

control of the shared memory interface. Three flip flops 

are written to by the 80188 and read by the IBM PC and the 

fourth flip flop is written to by the IBM PC and interrupts 

(INTl) the 80188. The three flip flops controlled by the 

80188 are labeled MEMAVAIL, SEND_READY, and RCVJREADY. The 

SENDJRDY flip flop notifies the IBM PC when the send buffer 

in shared memory is not empty. The RCVJREADY flip flop 

notifies the IBM PC when the receive buffer area in shared 

memory is not full. The MEMAVAIL flip flop enables/disables 

the address and data buffers to the shared memory and noti

fies the IBM PC that the shared memory area is accessible. 

The MEMAVAIL flip flop can be selected by DIP switches 

to generate a hardware interrupt on the IBM PC. The flip 

flop controlled by the IBM PC is labeled MEMJREQUEST. This 

flip flop is set whenever an IBM PC application requires 

access to the shared memory and is cleared when it does not. 

The access time for the shared RAM is 120 nsecs to 

satisfy the timing requirements for an IBM PC with a 10 



MHz CPU. 

Four DIP switches are available to select a 32 Kbyte 

memory area above location AOOOOH on the IBM PC for the 

IBM PC to access the shared memory area. Also, 8 DIP 

switches are present to select an I/O area that the IBM 

uses to read/write the 4 interface flip flops. 
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Figure 2-3. IBM PC Interface Card - MPE Memory Map 

Hex Address 
Segment:0££set Description 

0000:0000 
thru 

0000:03FF 

interrupt vector table 

0000:0400 
thru 

0000:2BFF 

. ROM data 

0000:2C00 
thru 

0000:2FFF 

ROM stack 

0000:3000 
thru 

0000:7FFF 

user memory 

0000:8000 
thru 

0000:FFFF 

user memory (optional) 

1000:0000 
thru 

BOOO:7FFF 

not used 

BOOO:8000 
thru 

BOOO:FFFF 

MCS3 (shared memory) 

C000:0000 
thru 

F000:7FFF 

not used 

F000:8000 
thru 

F000:FFFF 

system ROM 
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Figure 2-4. IBM PC Interface Card - MPE I/O Map 

Hex 
Address Description 

0000 
thru 
AFFF 

not used 

B000 
thru 
B07F 

PCSO (SCC 8530) 

B080 
thru 
BOFF 

PCS1 (XOLC address switches) 

BlOO 
thru 
B17F 

PCS2 (MEMAVAIL) 

B180 
thru 
BIFF 

PCS3 (RCVJREADY) 

B200 
thru 
B27F 

PCS4 (SEND_READY) 

B280 
thru 
FEFF 

not used 

FFOO 
thru 
FFFF 

PCB (80188 Peripheral Control Block) 
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2.3 Quad Processor Card 

The Quad Processor Card is designed to provide expand

able multiprocessing power to the multiprocessor system. It 

contains £our basic MPBs. Each MPE has one Internal channel 

and one external channel. The internal channel provides 

IP communications among the four MPEs. Figure 2-15 shows 

a block diagram of the Quad Processor Card. Since chO is 

dedicated to the four MPEs, a data link control address can 

be assigned to each MPE for this channel in the ROM and 

consequently only four DIP switches are available (to select 

the address for chl). 

The clocks for the 80188s, Z8530s, and chO are supplied 

by the clock generation unit. This unit contains a 16 MHz 

oscillator with the output buffered by two 74S05s to supply 

the clock inputs to the 80188s (one 74S05 drives two 80188 

clock inputs to minimize load capacitance and ensure proper 

rise and fall times). The output of this oscillator also 

drives a 74LS393 16-bit counter that supplies the 4 MHz 

clock for the Z8530s and the 1 MHz clock for chO. Each of 

these clocks is buffered by one 74S05 (also to minimize the 

load capacitance, but only one buffer since the rise and 

fall times are less critical for these clocks). 

Figures 2-16 and 2-17 show memory and I/O maps for the 

80188 MPEs. Figure 2-22 shows the schematic for the clock 
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generation unit. Figures 2-18 through 2-21 show the schem

atics for a single MPE. These schematics can be repeated 

for each of the four MPEs. 
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Figure 2-17. Quad Card - MPB I/O Map 

Hex 
Address Description 

0000 
thru 
AFFF 

not used 

BOOO 
thru 
B07F 

PCSO (SCC 8530) 

B080 
thru 
BOFF 

PCS1 (XOLC address switches) 

BlOO 
thru 
FEFF 

not used 

FFOO 
thru 
FFFF 

PCB (80188 Peripheral Control Block) 
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2.4 IBM PC Development Card 

The IBM PC Development Card is allows a program devel

oper access to the ROM and low RAM memory o£ an IBM PC 

Development Card to ease the task o£ program development. 

This is accomplished by replacing the EPROM of the MPE with 

a SRAM and then buffering the IBM PC's address/data/control 

buses with this "PSEUDO ROM" as well as the lowest 32 Kbytes 

of the 80188's RAM. The IBM PC has control over the 80188 

reset and the buffer enables. These features can be used to 

remove the 80188 from the address/data buses and examine 

the contents of the "PSEUDO ROM" and low memory after a test 

run of the processor. In order to accomadate the extra buf

fering of the IBM PC busses, 120 nsec SRAMs are used instead 

of the 150 nsec SRAMs. The other significant differences 

between this card and the IBM PC Development Card are the 

80188 clock source and the addition of a 1 MHz clock to 

the TRxC inputs for both SCC channels. The 80188 clock 

source is provided by a 16 MHz crystal oscillator. The 

addition of the 1 MHz clock source to the SCC TRxC Inputs 

enables the testing and analysis of using the 1 Mbps serial 

data transfer rate as well as the 250 Kbps rate. The 1 MHz 

signal is taken from the divide by 8 output of the 16-bit 

counter used to generate the Z8530 clock. 

A block diagram of the IBM PC Development Card is shown 

in figure 2-23. Figures 2-24 and 2-25 show a memory map 
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Figure 2-23. IBM PC Development Card Block Diagram 

and an I/O map for the 80188 on the IBM PC Interface Card. 

Figures 2-26 through 2-36 show the hardware schematic dia

grams for the IBM PC Development Card. 
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Figure 2-24. IBM PC Development card - MPE Memory Map 

Hex Address 
Segment:0££set Description 

0000:0000 
thru 

0000:03FF 

interrupt vector table 

0000:0400 
thru 

0000:2BFF 

ROM data 

0000:2C00 
thru 

0000:2FFF 

ROM stack 

0000:3000 
thru 

0000:7FFF 

user memory 

0000:8000 
thru 

0000:FFFF 

user memory (optional) 

1000:0000 
thru 

B000:7FFF 

not used 

B000:8000 
thru 

B000:FFFF 

MCS3 (shared memory) 

C000-.0000 
thru 

F000:7FFF 

not used 

FOOO:8000 
thru 

FOOO:FFFF 

Pseudo ROM 
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Figure 2-25. IBM PC Development Card - MPE I/O Map 

Hex 
Address Description 

0000 
thru 
AFFF 

not used 

B000 
thru 
B07F 

PCSO (SCC 8530) 

B080 
thru 
BOFF 

PCS1 (XDLC address switches) 

BlOO 
thru 
B17F 

PCS2 (MEMAVAIL) 

B180 
thru 
BIFF 

PCS3 (RCV_READY) 

B200 
thru 
B27F 

PCS4 (SEND_READY) 

B280 
thru 
FEFF 

not used 

FFOO 
thru 
FFFF 

PCB (80188 Peripheral Control Block) 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

3.0 System Software Overview 

An EPROM in each of the 80188 memory systems contains 

the system software. The system software consists of: 

- an 80188 processor initialization routine 

- 80188 timer routines 

- Z8530 driver routines 

- the Data Link Control finite state machine 

- Network Control routines 

- Application and Network services 

The system software uses less than 25% of the available 

memory on the EPROM leaving over 24 Kbytes for additional 

customized ROM routines. The system software also uses the 

lowest 12 Kbytes of RAM for interrupt vectors, ROM data, 

and the system stack. The source listings for all the 

system software routines is provided in the Appendix. 

3.1 80188 Initialization 

On processor reset (power on or controlled reset by the 

IBM PC Development Card), the 80188 begins execution at 

memory location 0FFFF:OH. This location contains a far 

jump to location 0FFC0:0H where the 80188 initialization 

routine resides. When the processor is reset, only the UMCS 
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chip select signal is active and only for the upper 1 Kbyte 

of memory (the area in which this initialization resides). 

Therefore, the chip select control registers must be ini

tialized before any other memory regions can be accessed. 

The chip select control registers are located in the 80188 

peripheral control block (PCB) along with the control re

gisters of all the other 80188 integrated peripherals. 

This 256 byte control block is located at location 0FF00H 

In the 80188's I/O space. 

The UMCS signal is programmed to select a 32Kbyte region 

for the EPROM, the LMCS signal is programmed to select a 64 

Kbyte region for the system RAM, and the MCS3 signal is pro

grammed to select a 32 Kbyte area for the PC interface RAM. 

After the memory chip select areas have been programmed, 

the RAM areas are initialized. This is accomplished by 

writing three different 16-bit patterns to the RAM areas 

one at a time and checking each pattern to determine what 

RAM areas are present. If the lowest 32 Kbyte of RAM is 

not present the processor halts. The results of this test 

are stored in the ROM data area equip_status field. 

After the RAM has been initialized, the interrupt vector 

table (lowest 1 Kbyte of RAM) is initialized to point all 

Interrupt vectors to an IRET instruction. After this, the 

SS register is set to the ROM stack segment, the SP register 

is loaded with the ROM stack size, the DS and ES registers 

are set to the ROM data segment, and control Is passed to 
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the Monitor routine by a far jump to location 0F800:0H. 

The 80188 Initialization assembly listing is listed in 

the Appendix as Mlnltl88.asm". 

3.2 80188 Timer Routines 

Three 16-bit timers are provided by the 80188. These 

timers are used to provide the system with a real time 

clock and programmable alarms for the Data Link Control 

(DLC). The timers are referred to as TMRO, TMR1, and TMR2. 

TMR2 can be used as a prescaler to TMRO and TMR1 and is 

so used to provide a 100 usee prescaler. TMRO provides 

the real time clock, and TMR1 provides the DLC alarm clock. 

The Timer routines consist of: 

- initiallze_tlmers 

- trar0_interrupt 

- get_time_elapsed 

- tmrl_interrupt 

- start_timer 

- stop_timer 

The lnitialize_tlmers routine initializes TMR2 for a 

a 100 usee prescaler and TMRO to interrupt every second for 

the system clock. This routine also loads the interrupt 

vector table with the interrupt handler routines for TMRO 

and TMRl, and initializes the 80188 interrupt controller 

for timer interrupts. 
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The tmrO_lnterrupt routine handles the TMRO interrupt. 

This routine is executed every second by an interrupt from 

TMRO. When called, a 4 byte field in the ROM data area is 

incremented. This field along with the 16-bit TMRO count 

register provide the real time clock. 

The get_time_elapsed routine returns the time elapsed 

since the timers were initalized (the first action taken 

by the Monitor). The four byte time_elapsed field (seconds) 

and the 16-bit TMRO count (100 usees) is returned. 

The tmrl_interrupt routine handles the TMR1 interrupt. 

This routine is called whenever TMR1 reaches it's maximum 

count of 100 usee intervals. Since TMR1 is used to imple

ment the DLC alarm timers this routine takes the following 

action when called: 

IF (DLC_timer_list != EMPTY) 
IF (first_DLC_timer == EXPIRED) { 

START_TMR0 (next_DLC_timer); 
EXECUTE (expired_DLC_timer.post_routine); 

} 
ELSE { 

DECREMENT (flrst_DLC_timer); 
RESTART_TMR0 (first_DLC_timer) ; 

} 

If the DLC timer list timer is empty, the timer simply 

stops. Otherwise the first timer in the list is checked to 

see if it has expired. If so, then the next timer in the 

list is started (if one is available), and a far call is 

Issued to the expired timers post routine (if one exists). 

If the first timer in the list did not expire, TMR1 is 
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loaded with the next count o£ interval of the first timer 

and is restarted. 

The start_timer routine is used to add a DLC alarm timer 

to the timer list. Timers are added to the list in order of 

expiration (the first to expire is first in the list and the 

last to expire is last in the list). This routine receives 

a pointer to a timer structure. The timer structure has 

a 32-bit delay field (100 usee delay count), an alarm set/ 

reset field (set when the alarm expires), a far pointer to 

a post routine to be executed when the alarm expires (NULL 

pointer if not used), and a four byte area used by the 

start_timer routine to link this timer into the timer list. 

The stop_timer routine removes a timer from the DLC timer 

list. A far pointer to a timer structure is received and 

the timer list is searched for the first timer with an 

address that matches the pointer. If such a timer is found, 

it is removed from the timer list. 

The assembly source listing for these timer routines 

is listed "timer.asm" in the Appendix. 

3.3 Z8530 see Routines 

The Z8530 is very versatile serial communications con

troller (SCC) which can be used in a variety of synchronous 

and asynchronous modes. The mode used by the communications 

subnetwork is the Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) mode. 
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Among the many features that each channel on the Z8530 can 

be programmed for via It's 16 registers are: 

- provide DMA support for transmit/receive 

- receive any frame, group address frame, 

or specific address frame 

- transmit/receive with on chip DPLL or 

external clock source 

- automatic transmission CRC at end of frame 

- interrupt on received-end-of-frame, CRC 

error, receive FIFO overrun, and transmit 

underrun (end-of-send-frame) 

Many other features are available on the Z8530, however, 

these are the most important of the ones used in the SOLC 

mode. 

The Z8530 SCC routines are: 

- init__Z8530 

- scc_lnterrupt 

- install_scc_JLnterrupt_routines 

- send_frame 

- receive_frame 

The init_Z8530 routine initializes the 16 SCC registers 

for a given channel. This routine is called by the DLC ini

tialization routine after the XDLC (modified SDLC protocol 

described later in section 3.3) address has been read in 

from the XDLC DIP switches. During assembly of this routine 
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a constant parameter is used to indicate which mode of 

data transfer is to be used, DPLL mode or external clock 

synchronization. When called, this routine: 

- resets the channel 

- selects SDLC mode 

- selects DMA mode 

- sets the XDLC address and address search 

mode 

- selects the CRC type 

- selects the data encoding method 

- selects the data transfer mode 

- sets the SDLC flag 

- selects and enables the interrupt types 

The scc_interrupt routine is the Z8530 SCC interrupt 

handler. This routine is called whenever one of the SCC 

interrupt condition occurs. This routine first reads the 

interrupt status register on the Z8530 to determine the 

channel and source of the interrupt. The channel is used 

to initialize a pointer to a channel data area that is 

used by this and subsequent routines that respond to 

the interrupt (DLC, Network Control,...). 

Depending on the source of the SCC interrupt, one of 

several actions are taken. If the interrupt source is a 

FIFO overrun, the error condition is reset and the interrupt 

handler is exited. A FIFO overrun will show up at the end 
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of the received frame as a size error so nothing need be 

done at this point. 

If a recelved-end-of-frame Interrupt occurs, the CRC 

error condition is checked along with any other possible 

receive errors (size error, invalid XDLC control field,...). 

The receive frame status field and channel statistics fields 

are updated and the DLC is called. 

If a transmit underrun interrupt occurs, then an end-

of-frame has occurred. Checking for a size error is done 

and the send frame status and channel statistics are updated 

before the DLC is called. 

The install_Z8530_interrupt_routines is called by the 

DLC initialization routine to set the INTO interrupt vector 

in the interrupt vector table and initialize the interrupt 

controller for INTO. 

The send_frame procedure initiates sending a frame over 

a channel on the Z8530. This routine receives a pointer to 

a channel data area and sends the current send frame. This 

programs the DMA, controller for the specific channel to 

transmit the frame to the Z8530 and also programs the SCC 

for transmission. 

The receive_frame procedure prepares the Z6530 and the 

channel's DMA controller to receive an XDLC frame into 

the current receive buffer. This routine also receives 

a pointer to a channel data area. 
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The structure of the channel data areas are described 

in "rom_data.incM of the Appendix. The Z8530 routines are 

listed in Msccdrvr.asm" and "scclnit.asm" in the Appendix. 

3.4 Data Link Control 

3.4.0 DLC Overview 

The Data Link Control (DLC) is a token passing bus 

protocol patterned after the IEEE 802.4 Token Passing Bus 

specification. The DLC does not implement the IEEE 802.4 

specification because of the incompatibility of the Z8530 

SCC. Because the Z8530 is not implemented in a manner 

which allows for collision detection, the IEEE 802.4 Finite 

State Machine (FSM) for the Media Access Control is modified 

to the FSM shown in figure 3-1. 

3.4.1 XDLC Frame Format 

Since the SDLC/HDLC protocol is not designed to 

implement a token passing bus, the SDLC frame format can 

be modified as shown in figure 3-2. This modified frame 

will be referred to as an XDLC frame. The same control 

field nomenclature will be used, however the implementation 

of the frame types is not necessarily the same. 
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FRAME SENT ACK SENT SEND ACK 

RCV ACK USE TOKEN IDLE OFFLINE 

POLL SENT POLL NODE PASS TOKEN 
10 A 

CHECK PASS 
12 ^ 

CHECK POLL TOKEN SENT 
v ii 

Figure 3-1. DLC Finite State Machine Diagram 
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Note that the XDLC frame has an additional 2 byte frame 

size field. This field is present for I-Frames & UI-Frames 

to detect an unintentional transmit underrun by the sender. 

bytes: 111 1 0/2 0-512 2 1 

Flag DA SA Control Size Info FCS Flag 

Figure 3-2 XDLC Frame Format 

The various formats for the XDLC control field are shown 

in figure 3-3. The I-Frame is identified by a 0 in the 

highest order bit of the field. The N(S) bit contains a 

1 or 0 specifying the sequence number of the frame. Only 

one bit is necessary since I-Frames always receive an ack

nowledgement . 

The S-Frame, identified by a 1 and 0 in the two highest 

bits of the field, is used to acknowledge an I-Frame. The 

Receive Ready (RR) frame provides positive acknowledgement. 

The Reject (REJ) frame is used to inform the sender that an 

I-Frame with an incorrect sequence number was received (i.e. 

a duplicate frame was sent). The Receiver Not Ready (RNR) 

frame is used to inform the sender that the receive buffer 
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a) I-Frame 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
f- 1 1 1 1 

1 
N(S) 

1 1 1 

N(S) = sequence bit of frame being sent 

b) S-Frame 

1 2 
1 1 1— 1 1 

1 0 SO SI - - -

1 1 1— 1 1— 

SO SI 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 

Description 

RR - receive ready 
REJ - reject 
RNR - receive not ready 

c) U-Frame 

1 2 

nn uo 

UO U1 U2 U3 U4 

0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

U1 - U2 

Description 

U3 U4 

UI - unnumbered information 
UP - unnumbered poll 
UA - unnumbered acknowledge 
XID - exchange ID 
TOKEN 

Figure 3-3. Control Field Formats 
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area is full and to stop sending I-Frames. 

The final frame type, the U-Frarae, is identified by the 

the two highest bits of the field set to 1. A UI-Frame is 

used to send unacknowledged information (such as a datagram 

or a globally addressed frame). The UP-Frame is used by 

the token holder to poll a node when searching for a suc

cessor. The UA-Frame is used to acknowledge a UP-Frame 

and an XID-Frame. An XID-Frame is used by a node when 

it receives the token from a new predecessor to send network 

registration information to the Supervisor (the Supervisor 

is the network node with an XDLC address of 0). The Token 

frame is the frame used to pass control of the bus to the 

next node on the token passing bus. 

3.4.2 DLC Finite State Machine 

This subsection is a formal description for the DLC FSM. 

This description consists of: 

a) a C language description of the data 

structures, variables, and functions 

referred to in the state transition 

descriptions. 

b) a summary of the DLC state transitions 

c) a description of the DLC state transitions 

A state transition can occur as a result of any one of 

the following events: 
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- a recelve-end-o£-£rame (SCC Interrupt) 

- a transmit-end-of-£rame (SCC interrupt) 

- a DLC alarm expires (TMR1 interrupt) 

- the action taken by a state transition 

results in a condition that creates 

another state transition immediately 

The assembler source listing of the DLC FSM is provided 

in "die.asm" and "sccinit.asm" in the Appendix. 

3.4.2.0 Data & Function Descriptions 

This subsection declares and describes the constants, 

types, variables, and functions referred to by the DLC state 

transition summary and the DLC state transition description. 

All the declarations are made in C language syntax. 

3.4.2.0.0 Constant Definitions 

/* frame status */ 

Ideflne FRAME_EMPTY 0 

Idefine FRAMEJOK 1 

Ide £ i ne CRC_ERROR 2 

Idefine SLZEJSRROR 3 

Idefine NO_SEND 4 

/* frame type */ 

Idefine X_FRAME 0 

Idefine RR FRAME 080H 



idefine REJ_FRAME 090H 

Idefine RNR.FRAME 0A0H 

Idefine UIJFRAHE 0C0H 

Idefine UPJFRAME 0C4H 

Idefine UA_FRAME 0C6H 

Idefine XIDJFRAME 0F5H 

Idefine TOKEN 0F7H 

Idefine INVALID FRAME OFFH 

/* maximum size of DLC frame information field */ 

Idefine MAX_INFO 515 

/* maximum number of receive or send buffers */ 

Idefine NUM_BUFFS 4 

3.4.2.0.1 Type Definitions 

typedef unsigned char byte; 

typedef unsigned short int word; 

typedef unsigned long int dword; 

typedef struct full__frame { 

byte status; /•frame status*/ 

byte frame_type; /*frame type*/ 

byte DA; /*dest address*/ 

byte SA; /*source address*/ 

byte control; /*control field*/ 

word frame_size; /*frame size*/ 

byte info(MAX_INFO]; /*info field*/ 
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word CRC; 

struct full_£rame *next; 

} FULL JFRAME; 

typedef struct { 

byte status; 

byte frame_type 

byte DA; 

byte SA; 

byte control; 

word frame_size 

byte infol81; 

word CRC; 

} SHORT. .FRAME; 

typedef struct { 

FULL_FRAME *curr_£rame 

FULL_FRAME *first_full 

FULL_FRAHE *last_full 

FULL_FRAME *£irst^empty 

FULL_FRAME *last_empty 

FULL_FRAME frameINUM_BUFFS]; 

SHORT_FRAME dlc_frame; 

} FRAME_LIST; 

typedef struct timer { 

dword delay; 

byte expired; 

/*£rame check*/ 

/*next buffer in list*/ 

/*£rame status*/ 

/*£rame type*/ 

/*dest address*/ 

/•source address*/ 

/•control field*/ 

/*£rame size*/ 

/*info field*/ 

/*frame check*/ 

/•current frame*/ 

/*first full frame*/ 

/*last full frame*/ 

/*first empty frame*/ 

/*last empty frame*/ 

/*£rame buffers*/ 

/•overflow buffer*/ 

/*delay in 100 usees*/ 

/*on/off switch*/ 
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struct timer next_timer; /*next timer in list*/ 

void (*post_routine)() ; /*post routine*/ 

} TIMER 

3.4.2. 0.2 Variable Declarations 

byte source_addr; /*XLDC source address*/ 

byte prececessor: /•predecessor's address*/ 

byte successor; /*succcessor's address*/ 

FRAME, LIST receive; /•receive buffers*/ 

FRAME, LIST send; /*send buffers*/ 

TIMER token_receive; /*token receive timer*/ 

TIMER tokenjhold; /*token hold timer*/ 

TIMER send_delay; /*send delay timer*/ 

TIMER response jwindow; /•response window timer*/ 

TIMER token_pass; /•token pass timer*/ 

byte search_successor; /•search successor count*/ 

byte search_successor_delay; /*max search successor*/ 

byte max_node_addr: /*maximum XDLC address*/ 

byte max_retries; /•max frame send retries*/ 

byte retries; /•current retry count*/ 

byte register__attempt; /•network register parm*/ 

dword max_token_rece ive; /•token receive delay*/ 

dword max_token_hold; /*token hold delay*/ 

dword max_de lay_send; /*send delay*/ 

dword max_response_window; /•response window delay*/ 
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dwocd max_tokenjpass /•token pass delay*/ 

3.4.2.0.3 Function Declarations 

byte get_network_address(); /*read XDLC switches*/ 

byte inc_node(); /•increment XLDC address*/ 

void lnitiallze_scc(); /•initializes Z8530 SCC*/ 

void initialize_frame_list( ); /*initialize buffers*/ 

void initialize_timer_post_ routines(); 

byte start_timer(); /*start a DLC timer*/ 

byte restart_tiraer(); /•restart a DLC timer*/ 

byte stop_tlmer(); /*stop a DLC timer*/ 

void send_fraroe<); /*send a DLC frame*/ 

void rece ive_£rame(); /•receive a DLC frame*/ 

void build_dlc_frame(); /*build a DLC frame*/ 

void registerjnode(); /•network registration^/ 

void receive_noti£ication() ; /•received network frameV 

void send_confirmation(); /*sent network frame*/ 

void get_node_id(); /*get channel id in ROM*/ 

byte rcv_seq_num_expected() ; /*check rev sequence numV 

void inc_rcv_seq_num(); /•increment rev seq numV 

void get_send_seq_nuro(); /•get send sequence num*/ 

byte inc_send_seq_num(); /*increment send seq num*/ 
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3.4.2.1 Summary List of DLC States and Transitions 

Current State Transition Name Next State 

0. OFFLINE initialize 1. IDLE 

1. IDLE rece ive_unnumbered_info 1. IDLE 

1. IDLE receive_bad_frame 1. IDLE 

1. IDLE receive_information 2. SEND ACK 

1. IDLE receive_wrong_sequence 2. SEND ACK 

1. IDLE receive_buffer_unavaliable 2. SEND ACK 

1. IDLE receive_unnumbered _poll 2. SEND ACK 

1. IDLE rece ive_exchange_id 2. SEND ACK 

1. IDLE receive_TOKEN 4. USE TOKEN 

1. IDLE receive_new_predecessor 4. USE TOKEN 

1. IDLE receive_no_token 4. USE TOKEN 

2. SEND ACK send_ack_frame 3. ACK SENT 

3. ACK SENT send_ack_complete 1. IDLE 

4. USE TOKEN registration_f ailed 1. IDLE 

4. USE TOKEN send_i nformation 5. FRAME SENT 

4. USE TOKEN network_registration 5. FRAME SENT 

4. USE TOKEN add_new_node 7. POLL NODE 

4. USE TOKEN send_token_l 10. PASS TOKEN 

5. FRAME SENT send_next_frame 4. USE TOKEN 

5. FRAME SENT wait_£or_ack_£rame 6. RCV ACK 
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6. RCV ACK 

6. RCV ACK 

6. RCV ACK 

6. RCV ACK 

frarae_send_ok 

registration_complete 

resend_£rame 

send frame failed 

4. USE TOKEN 

4. USE TOKEN 

4. USE TOKEN 

4. USE TOKEN 

7. POLL NODE 

7. POLL NODE 

send_poll 

send token 2 

8. POLL SENT 

10. PASS TOKEN 

8. POLL SENT sendjpoll_complete 9. CHECK POLL 

9. CHECK POLL 

9. CHECK POLL 

9. CHECK POLL 

send_poll__l 

sendjpoll_2 

found new successor 

7. POLL NODE 

7. POLL NODE 

7. POLL NODE 

10. PASS TOKEN 

10. PASS TOKEN 

10. PASS TOKEN 

no_one_to__pass_to 

search_new_successor 

pass_to_successor 

1. IDLE 

7. POLL NODE 

11. TOKEN SENT 

11. TOKEN SENT send_token_coinplete 12. CHECK PASS 

12. CHECK PASS 

12. CHECK PASS 

12. CHECK PASS 

pass_ok_l 

pass_ok_2 

pass_failed 

1. IDLE 

1. IDLE 

10. PASS TOKEN 
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3.4.2.2 Description of DLC States and Transitions 

Current State Transition Name 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

Next State 

0. OFFLINE 

power_on 

initialize 1. IDLE 

source_addr = get_network_address(); 

predecessor = OxFF; 

successor = SUPERVISOR; 

initialize_scc(); 

initialize_frame_list(receive); 

initialize_£rame_list(&send); 

initia1ize_timer_post_routines(); 

if (source_address == SUPERVISOR) 

start_timer(token_receive,max_token_rece ive); 

receive.curr_frame = receive.£irst_empty; 

receive_frame(); 
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Current state Transition Name 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

Next State 

1. IDLE receive unnumbered Info 1. IDLE 

receive.curr_frame.frame_type == UI_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_frame.status == FRAMEjOK 

AND (receive.curr_£rame != &receive.dlc_frame); 

receive.flrst_empty = receive.curr_frame=>next; 

receive.curr_frame=>next = NULL; 

if (receive.last_full != NULL) 

receive.last_full=>next = receive.curr_frame; 

else 

receive.first_full = receive.curr_frame; 

receive. last_full = receive, cur r__frame; 

if (recelve.firstjempty != NULL) 

recelve.curr_frame = receive.first_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_frame = ^receive.dlc_frame; 

rece1ve_frame(); 

if (receive.first_full == receive.last_full) 

recelve.curr_frame=>status != FRAMEJOK 

OR receive.curr_frame=>frame_type « INVALID_FRAME 

OR (receive.curr_frame=>frame_type == UI_FRAME 

receive_notlficatIon(); 

1. IDLE rece1ve Jbad_f rame 1. IDLE 
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AND receive.curr_£rame == ^receive.dlc_£rame); 

i£ (receive.£irst_empty != NULL) 

receive.curr_£rame = receive.£irst_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_frame = sreceive.dlc_frame; 

rece ive_f rame (); 

1. IDLE receive_in£ormation 2. SEND ACK 

receive.curr_£rame=>£rame_type == I_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND rcv_seq_num_expected( receive .curr__£rame) 

AND receive.curr_£rame != ^receive.dlc_£rame); 

start_timer (&send_delay, roax_send_.delay); 

increment_seq_num(receive.curr_fraroe=>SA) 

bu i ld_dlc_f rame (&send. d lcJErame , RR_FRAME); 

send.dlc_f rame.DA = receive.curr_£rame=>SA 

send, cur r__f rame = &send.dlc_£rame; 

receive.first_empty = receive.curr_£rame=>next; 

receive.curr_frame=>next = NULL; 

i£ (receive.last_£ull !- NULL) 

receive.last_£ull=>next = receive.curr_frame; 

else 

receive.first_£ull = receive.curr_£rame; 

receive.last_£u11 = receive.curr_frame; 

i£ (receive.£irst_full == receive.last_£ull) 
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receive_noti£ication(); 

1. IDLE receive_wrong_sequence 2. SEND ACK 

receive.curr_£rarae=>frame_type == I_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND receive.curr_£rame != &receive.dlc_frame 

AND NOT rcv_seq_num_expected(receive.curr_£rame); 

start_timer(«send_delay, max_send_delay); 

build_dlc_jErame(&send.dlc_£rarae,REJJFRAME); 

send.dlc_£rame.DA = recelve.curr_£rarae=>SA 

send.curr_£rame = &send.dlc_£rame 

1. IDLE receive_bu£fer junavailable 2. SEND ACK 

receive.curr_£rame=>£rame_type == I_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND receive, cur r__£rame == areceive.dlc_£rame; 

start_timer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 
\ 

bu iId _dlc_frarae (as end.dlc_£rame,RNR_FRAME); 

send.dlc_£rame.DA = receive.curr_frame=>SA 

send, cur r_£rame = &send.dlc_franie 

1. IDLE receive_unnumbered_poll 2. SEND ACK 

receive.curr_£rarae=>frame_type == UPJFRAME 

AND receive.curr_£ran»e=>status == FRAMEjOK; 

start_timer(&send_delay, maxjsend_delay); 

build _dlc_£rame (&send.dlc_f rame,UA_FRAME); 
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send.dlc_frame.DA = receive.curr_£rame=>SA 

send.curr_£rame = &send.dlc_frame 

1. IDLE receive_exchange_id 2. SEND ACK 

receive.curr_£rame=>£rame_type == XID_FRAHE 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>status == FRAME_OK; 

start__timer (&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

register_node (receive. curr_f rame); 

build_dlc_frame(&send.dlc_frarae,UA_FRAME); 

send.dlc_f rame.DA = receive.curr_frame=>SA 

send.curr_frame = &send.dlc_£rame 

1. IDLE receive_TOKEN 4. USE TOKEN 

receive.curr_£rame=>£rame_type == TOKEN 

AND receive.curr_frame=>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND receive.curr__frame=>SA == predecessor; 

start_timer (&send_delay, maxjsend_delay); 

if (sourcejaddr == SUPERVISOR) 

restart_timer(&token_receive/max_token_receive) 

start_timer(&token_hold,max_token_hold); 

search_successor -= 1; 

1. IDLE receivejnewjpredecessor 4. USE TOKEN 

receive.curr_frame=>£rame_type == TOKEN 

AND receive.curr_£rames>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND receive.curr_frame=>SA != predecessor; 
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start_tlmer{&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

if (source_addr == SUPERVISOR) 

restart_timer (&token_receive,max_token_receive) 

start_timer (&token_hold,max_token_hold); 

predecessor = receive.curr_frame=>SA; 

register_attempt = YES; 

search_successor -= 1; 

retries = max_retries; 

1. IDLE no_token 4. USE TOKEN 

token_receive.expired; 

start_timer(&token_receive,roax_token_receive) 

start_timer(&token_hold/max_token_hold); 

successor = SUPERVISOR; 

search_successor = 0; 

retries = max_retries - 1; 

Current State Transition Name Next State 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

2. SEND ACK send_ack_frame 3. ACK SENT 

send_delay.expired; 

send_frame(); 
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Current State Transition Name Next State 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

3. ACK SENT send_ack_complete 1. IDLE 

end_of _send_£rame; 

if (recelve.first_empty != NULL) 

receive.curr_f rame = receive.first_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_f rame = &receive.dlc_£rame; 

rece ive_frame(); 
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Current state Trans Ition Name Next state 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

4. USE TOKEN network_registration_£ailed 1. IDLE 

register_attempt == YES 

AND retries == 0; 

stop_timer(&token_hold); 

predecessor = source_addr; 

successor = SUPERVISOR; 

if (receive.first_empty != NULL) 

receive.curr_frame = receive.first_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_frame = &receive.dlc_frame; 

receive_jErame(); 

4. USE TOKEN send_information 5. FRAME SENT 

send.first_full ! = NULL 

AND token_hold != expired 

AND register_attempt == NO; 

send.curr_frame = send.first_full; 

if (send.curr_£rame*=>frame_type == IJFRAME) 

get_send_seq_num(send .curr_frame); 

send_frame(); 

4. USE TOKEN network.registration 5. FRAME SENT 

register_attempt == YES 
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AND retries > 0; 

bu1ld_dlc_£rame(&send.dlc_£rame,XID_FRAME); 

send.dlc_frame.DA = SUPERVISOR; 

send.curr_£rame = &send.dlc_£rame; 

send_£rame(); 

4. USE TOKEN add_nev_node 7. POLL NODE 

((send.first_£ull == NULL 

AND register_attempt == NO) 

OR token_hold == expired) 

AND search_successor == 0; 

if (token_hold != expired) 

stop_timer(&token_hold); 

send.dlc_frame.DA = inc_node(source_addr); 

send.dlc_£rame.SA = source_addr; 

send.dlc_frame.control = UPJFRAME; 

send.dlc_£rame.£rame_size = MIN_PRAME_SIZE; 

send.curr_frame = &send.dlc_£rame; 

enter_next_state()y 

4. USE TOKEN send__token_l 10. PASS TOKEN 

((send.first_£ull == NULL 

AND register_attempt == NO) 

OR token_hold == expired) 

AND search_successor > NO; 
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i£ (token_hold != expired) 

stop_timer(&token_hold); 

resend_token = max_retries; 

send.dlc_frame.DA = successor; 

send.dlc_£rame.SA = source_addr; 

send.dlc_£rame.control = TOKEN; 

send.dlc_j£rame. £rame_size = MIN_FRAME_SIZE; 

send.curr_£rame = &send.dlc__frame; 

enter_next__state (); 
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Current State Transition Name 
Exit Condition 

Next State 

5. FRAME SENT send next £rame 4. USE TOKEN 

send.curr_frame=>status == SIZE_ERROR 

OR send.curr_jErame=>frame_type == UI_FRAME; 

start_timer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

send.£irst_£ull = send.curr_£rame=>next; 

send.curr_£rame=>next = NULL; 

if (send.last_empty != NULL) 

send.last_empty=>next = send,curr_f rame; 

else 

send.£irst_empty = send.curr_f rame; 

send.last_empty = send.curr_£rame; 

retries = max_retries - 1; 

i£ (send.first_empty == send.curr_f rame) 

send.curr_£rame=>£rame_type 1= UI_FRAME 

AND send.curr__£rame=>status == FRAMEjOK; 

start_timer (&response_window,max_response_window); 

receive.curr_£rame = &receive.dlc_frame; 

rece ive_f rame (); 

send_con£irmation(); 

5. FRAME SENT wait_f or_ack_£rame 6. RCV ACK 
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Current state Transition Name 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

Next State 

6. RCV ACK frame send ok 4. USE TOKEN 

receive.curr_frame=>status -= FRAMEjOK 

AND (receive.curr_frame=>frarae_type == RR_FRAME 

OR recelve.curr_frame=>frame_type == REJ_FRAME) 

AND send.curr_frame=>frame_type == I_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>SA == send.curr_frame=>DA; 

start_timer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

stop_tlmer(&response_wlndow); 

lnc_send_seq_num(receive.curr_frame=>SA); 

send.flrst_full = first.curr_frame=>next; 

send.curr_frame=>next = NULL; 

If (send.last_empty !- NULL) 

send.last_empty=>next = send.curr_frame; 

else 

send.f irst_empty = send.curr_frame; 

send.last_empty = send.curr_frame; 

retries = max_retrles — 1; 

If (send.fIrst_empty == send.curr_frame) 

receive.curr_frame=>status == FRAMEjOK 

AND receive.curr_frame=>frame_type == UA_FRAME 

send_conflrmatlon(); 

6. RCV ACK reglstration_complete 4. USE TOKEN 
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AND send.curr_frame=>frame_type == XIDJFRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>SA == send.curr_£rame=>DA; 

start_timer(&send_delay, raax_send_delay); 

stop_timer(&response_window); 

register_attempt := NO; 

retries = roax_retries - 1; 

6. RCV ACK resend_frame 4. USE TOKEN 

(NOT (frame_sent_ok 

OR registration_complete) 

OR response_window.expired) 

AND retries > 0; 

start_timer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

if NOT (response_window.expired) 

stop_timer(&response_window.expired); 

retries -= 1; 

6. RCV ACK send_£rame_£ailed 4. USE TOKEN 

(NOT (£rame_sent_ok 

OR registration_complete) 

OR response_window.expired) 

AND retries == 0; 

start_timer(&send_delay, raax_send_delay); 

if NOT (response__window.expired) 

stop_timer(&response_window.expired); 
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send.curr_frame=>status = NO_SEND; 

if (send.last_empty != NULL) 

send.last_empty=>next = send.curr_£rame; 

else 

send.first_empty = send.curr_£rame; 

send.last_empty = send.curr_frame; 

previous = send.first_f ull; 

current = send.first_full=>next; 

send.curr_frame=>next = NULL; 

while (current ! = NULL) { 

if (current=>DA == send.curr_frame=>DA) { 

current=>status = NO_SEND; 

previous=>next = current=>next); 

current=>next = NULL; 

send.last_empty=>next = current; 

send. last__empty = current; 

} 

else 

previous = current; 

current = current=>next; 

} 

send.first_f ull = send.first_full=>next 

retries = raax_retries - 1; 

if (send.first_empty == send.curr_frame) 

send_confirmation(); 
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Current State Transition Name 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

Next State 

7. POLL NODE send_poll 8. POLL SENT 

send.curr_£rame.DA ! = successor; 

send_frame(); 

send.curr_frame.DA == successor; 

resend_token = max_retries; 

build_token_frame(&send.dlc_f rame) 

send.curr_frame = fisend.dlc_f rame; 

enter_state(); 

7. POLL NODE send token 2 10. PASS TOKEN 
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Current State Transition Name Next state 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

8. POLL SENT send_poll_complete 9. CHECK POLL 

end_o£_send_frame; 

start_timer {«response_window,max_response_window); 

receive.curr_frame = ^receive.dlc_frame; 

rece ive_£rame(); 
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Current State Transition Hame Next State 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

9. CHECK POLL send_jpoll_l 7. POLL NODE 

receive,curr_£rame=>status != FRAMEjOK 

OR receive.curr_£rame=>£rame_type != UA_FRAME 

OR receive.curr_£rame=>SA 1= send.curr_£rame=>DA; 

start_timer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

stop_timer(&response_window); 

send.curr_£rame=>DA = inc_node(send.curr_frame=>DA); 

9. CHECK POLL sendjpoll_2 7. POLL NODE 

response_window.expired 

start_timer(&send_delay,max_send_delay); 

send .curr_f rame=>DA = inc_node(send.curr_frame=>DA); 

9. CHECK POLL found_new_successor 7. POLL NODE 

receive.curr_£rame=>frame_type == UA_FRAME 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>status -= FRAMEjOK 

AND receive.curr_£rame=>SA == send.curr_frame=>DA; 

start_tiroer(&send_delay, max_send_delay); 

stop_timer(&response_window); 

successor - receive.curr_£rame=>SA; 

search_successor = search_successor_delay; 
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Current state Transition Name Next state 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

10. PASS TOKEN no_one_to_pass_to 1. IDLE 

resend_token == 0 

AND successor — supervisor; 

predecessor = source_addr; 

if (receive.first_empty != NULL) 

receive.curr_frame = receive.£irst_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_£rame = fireceive.dlc_frame; 

receive_£rame(); 

10. PASS TOKEN search_for__successor 7. POLL NODE 

resend_token == 0 

AND successor ! = SUPERVISOR; 

successor = SUPERVISOR; 

send.curr_£rame=>DA = inc_node(send.curr_frame=>DA) 

send.curr_frame=>control = UP_FRAME; 

enter_state(); 

10. PASS TOKEN pass_to_successor 11. TOKEN SENT 

resend_token > 0; 

send_frame(); 
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Current State Transition Name Next State 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

11. TOKEN SENT send__token_complete 12. CHECK PASS 

end_of _send__frame; 

start_t imer(&token_pass,max_token_pass); 

if (receive.first_empty != NULL) 

receive.curr_f rame = receive.first_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_£rame = &receive.dlc_frame; 

disable_address_search_mode(); 

receive_frame(); 
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current state Transition Name Next state 
Exit Condition 

Action Taken 

12. CHECK PASS pass_ok_l 1. IDLE 

receive.curr_frame=>DA != source_addr; 

stop t liner(&token_pass); 

enable_address_search_mode(); 

if (receive.first_empty ! = NULL) 

receive.curr_frame = receive.first_empty; 

else 

receive.curr_£rame = &receive.dlc_£rame; 

receive_frame(); 

12. CHECK PASS pass_ok_2 1. IDLE 

receive.curr_frame=>DA == source_addr; 

stop_t lmer(&token_pass); 

enable_address_search_mode(); 

enter_next_state(); 

12. CHECK PASS pass_falled 10. PASS TOKEN 

token_pass.expired; 

resend_token -= 1; 
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3.5 Network Control 

The Network Control provides the following functions: 

- maintain current network directory 

- send/receive monitor frames 

- send/receive application frames 

The first byte in the DLC information field is the con

trol field for the Network Control frame. The format of 

the control field is shown in figure 3-4. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

MO Ml M2 - - - -

MO Description 

0 Monitor/Application Frame 
1 Network Control Frame 

Ml Description 

0 Destination Monitor 
1 Destination Application 

M2 Description 

0 Source Monitor 
1 Source Application 

Figure 3-4. Network Control Frame control field format 

Only one Network frame type is implemented, the Network 

Directory frame. This frame is sent to all the registered 

network nodes whenever a new node registers with the Network 
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Supervisor (node with XDLC address 0). The information 

following the control field contains the node id and token 

bus successor address for each registered node. 

The Network Monitor provides the network with specific 

network services (detailed in next subsection). An applica

tion on another node can request one of these services by 

sending a Monitor/Application frame with the destination 

bit (Ml) cleared and the source bit (M2) set. The Monitor 

responds to the request with the Ml bit set and the M2 bit 

cleared. 

An application can open a Network Application Channel 

and send application frames (M2 set) or receive application 

frames (Ml set). The next subsection provides details on 

Monitor/Application services. 

The Network Control consists of Network-DLC Interface 

routines and Network Support routines. The Network-DLC 

Interface routines are listed in wnet_dlc.asm" in the 

Appendix and consist of the following: 

- send_confirmation; receives confirmation from 

the DLC level that a Network Frame has been 

sent 

- receive_notification; receives notification 

from the DLC level that a Network Frame has 

been received 

- register_in_network; receives a Network 

Directory Frame from the DLC 
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- send_network_£rame; sends a network frame 

to the DLC 

The Network Support routines are listed in "net.asm" 

in the Appendix. The routines provided are: 

- receive_monitor_frame; Network Control 

notification that a Monitor Frame has been 

received 

- send_monitor_frame; Network Control notifi

cation that a monitor frame can be sent 

- receive_application_frame; Network Control 

notification that an Application Frame has 

been received 

- send_applicatlon_frame; Network Control 

notification that an Application Frame can 

be sent 

- confirm_application_send; Network Control 

confirmation that an Application Frame has 

been sent 

If an Application Frame is received and the application 

channel has not been opened, the frame is ignored. Other

wise the receive routine that was specified when the 

the application channel was opened is called with the DS:DI 

registers pointing to the received frame. In a similar 

manner, if an application request has been issued but the 

application channel is no longer open, the request to send 

is ignored. Otherwise, the application send routine that 
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was specified at the time the application channel was opened 

is called with the DS:DI registers pointing to an empty 

send buffer. The next subsection provides details of 

Application/Network services. 

3.6 Application and Network Services 

Two classes of service are provided by the Monitor. One 

class serves applications residing on other nodes in the 

network and the other class offers support to applications 

residing on the node itself. 

The first class, Network Services, provide an applica

tion residing on another node to: 

- get the CPU and network status of this node 

- get the network directories of this node 

- load an application 

- execute an application 

These services provide applications with the ability 

to determine the configuration of a network and distribute 

specific application programs among the various network 

members. 

The second class. Application Services, provides an 

application with the following services: 

- get the CPU and network status of this node 

- get the network directories of this node 

- send a data block to the IBM PC 

- receive a data block from the IBM PC 
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- open an applications channel 

- close an applications channel 

- request to send a network data frame 

- get the system time 

Whereas the Network Service requests are issued to the 

Monitor via a Monitor/Application Frame, Application Service 

requests are issued by loading 81088 registers specific to 

the request and issuing a INT 05CH instruction. 

A listing of the Network/Application Service routines 

is given in "msr.asm" in the Appendix. An initialization 

routine, init_monitor_servlces, is called by the Monitor 

at startup to load the interrupt vector for the INT 05CH 

instruction. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Applications Development 

Development o£ an application £or the multiprocessing 

system is basically a two step process. First, programs 

must be written for each of the individual processors in 

the network. For processors performing the same function, 

these programs may be the same (such as a distributed sort 

for a database application or an FFT for portions of a 

continous time signal). In other applications several 

different programs may be written (a database application 

may require that several processors sort records, one 

processor merge the sorted records, and several processors 

do transaction processing on the sorted records). 

Once these programs have been developed, the second step 

is to develop a program for the IBM PC that will control the 

distribution of these programs throughout the multiprocessor 

network as well as send/receive whatever data is required by 

the various programs (such as records from a database or a 

digitized analog signal to be analyzed). In order to dis

tribute the multiprocessor applications, the IBM PC program 

must first load the program developed for the Interface 

Card. A portion of the Interface Card program must provide 

for receiving programs from the IBM PC (via the shared 

memory interface) and loading them onto the processors that 
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reside on either o£ it's two channels. If any of these 

other processors have access to additional processors not 

directly accessible to the IBM PC Interface Card, then 

programs can be routed from the IBM PC via as many inter

vening processors as is necessary to load any processor in 

the system (indirect program loading). 

Note that if the IBM PC Development Card is used as an 

Interface Card, the Pseudo ROM on the Development Card must 

be loaded with the 80188 startup code and system software. 

4.0 Loading the Pseudo ROM 

As previously mentioned, the IBM PC Development Card 

replaces the system ROM found in the basic MPE with a SRAM. 

This 32 Kbyte region along with the lowest 32 Kbytes of 

the MPE's RAM are accessible to the IBM PC via a 64 Kbyte 

region in the IBM PC's memory space beginning at location 

A000:00H. The region AOOO:OOH thru A000:7FFFH provides 

access to the lowest 32 Kbytes of RAM and the region 

A000:8000H thru A000:FFFFH provides access the the Pseudo 

ROM area. 

Access to these areas of the MPE's memory system are 

controlled by a write only register located at I/O location 

0382H in the IBM PC's I/O space. BitO of this register 

controls the reset signal for the MPE and bitl enables/ 

disables the buffers isolating the MPE's memory system 

from the IBM PC's address/data/control buses. When the 
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IBM PC Is powered up, the system reset clears this register 

thereby activating the MPE reset line and enabling the 

IBM PC access to the MPE's memory areas. 

With both of these register control bits clear, the 

Pseudo ROM is in the IBM PC read/write state. In this state 

the Pseudo ROM can be loaded with the Monitor program. This 

state also allows for programs residing in the Pseudo ROM 

and in the lowest 32 Kbytes of the MPE's RAM to be debugged 

with an IBM PC debugging tool. Also, data areas within the 

32 Kbyte RAM area can be accessed to determine the results 

of executing an 80188 program. 

A C language program that loads the Pseudo ROM with the 

80188 startup routine, the Monitor program, and deactivates 

the MPE reset signal is in the file "loadl88.c". Note that 

this program only loads program files in the DOS ".COM" 

format. 

4.1 Developing an 80188 Application 

Applications developed for the IBM PC Development Card 

MPE must: 

- be able to be converted to the DOS ".COM" 

format 

- Not make any DOS or BIOS calls 

- exit with a RETF (far return) Instruction 

- must not require more than 52 Kbytes of 

memory total. 
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If the application is developed in Assembly language, 

these restrictions are not difficult to satisfy. If the 

application is being developed with a higher level language 

however, routines that are automatically linked such as the 
$ 

program startup and exit routines as well as many internal 

functions may violate these restrictions. Certain compi

lers, such as Borland's Turbo C, provide the program devel

oper with adequate control over the compile/link process to 

avoid any violation of these restrictions. This compiler 

provides complete documentation on how to write a startup 

and exit routine that can be used to replace the standard 

DOS compatible routine normally used. Also provided by 

this compiler is the option to generate 80188 object code 

(Instead of just 8088 code) and an assembly listing (useful 

for debugging). 

An example of an 80188 application is listed in the 

file "appl^.c" . This C language program demonstrates: 

- how to open/close an applications channel 

- sending/receiving data from the IBM PC 

- sending/receiveing data from the applications 

channel (IP communications) 

The startup/exit code for the Turbo C compiler is re

placed by a module Hc0net.objH and is in the file "cOnet. 

asm". In addition, this program uses a routine open_channel 

in the file "utility.asm" to open an applications channel. 

Subsection 4.2 provides a summary of the application 
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service requests provided by using the INT 05CH ca.ll. 

4.2 Summary of Application Service Requests 

The Monitor provides several services to an MPE applica

tion. These services are provided by an application service 

request issued with the INT 05CH instruction. The requests 

are made in a way similar to the IBM PC DOS INT 21H calls. 

The service request function number is placed in the 80188 

AL register, other registers are loaded with values specific 

to a particular function, and then the INT 05CH instruction 

is executed. A return code is provided in the AX register. 

A return code of 0 indicates that the function completed 

the request successfully, otherwise the return codes have 

the following meanings: 

Return 
Code Description 

2 An application is being loaded into 

the MPE RAM area. Execution request 

cannot be issued before application 

completely loaded. 

4 Already Loaded. Load application 

request was issued after a previous 

application request completed success

fully. 
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5 Wrong Sequence Number. A data block 

was received out of sequence during 

an application load request. 

6 Application Too Large. Not enough 

RAM is available to load the appli

cation . 

7 No Application. Exexute request 

issued but no application has been 

loaded. 

9 Already Executing. Execute request 

issued but application is already 

executing. 

10 Invalid Block Size. 

11 Send Area Full. 

12 Receive Area Empty. 

15 Channel 0 Not Open. 

16 Channel 1 Not Open. 

17 Invalid Monitor Service Request. 

18 Channel Open. Issued an Open Channel 

request but channel already open. 

19 Channel Closed. Issued a Close Channel 

request but channel already closed. 

20 Network Send Request Full. No more 

than 255 send requests can be out

standing. 
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Application Services Provided through INT 05CH 

Function: Get Status (AL = 1) 

Descr: Gets the CPU status, system time, and network 

statistics for each channel. 

Input: ES:DI points to a status structure (see file 

"net.inc") 

output: AX = return code 

CX = size of data structure 

Function: Get Directory (AL = 2) 

Descr: Gets the network directories for each channel 

of the SCC 

Input: ES:DI points to a directory structure (see 

file "net.inc") 

output: AX = return code 

CX = size of data structure 

Function: PC Send (AL = 5) 

Descr: Sends a data block to the IBM PC 

Input: ES:DI points to a data block (512 bytes max) 

BH = block control field 

BL = block sequence number 

CX = size of data block 

output: AX = return code 
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Function: PC Receive (AL = 6) 

Descr: Receives a data block from the IBM PC 

Input: ES:DI points to a data block (512 bytes max) 

output: AX = return code 

BH = block control field 

BL = block sequence number 

CX = size of data block 

Function: Open Channel (AL = 7) 

Descr: Open an applications channel for IP communications 

Input: AH = channel (0 or 1) 

CX:DI = receive routine 

DX:SI = send routine 

output: AX = return code 

Function: Close Channel (AL = 8) 

Descr: Close an applications channel to IP communications 

Input: AH = channel (0 or 1) 

output: AX = return code 

Function: Network Send Request (AL = 9) 

Descr: Notifies Network Control that an applications send 

frame is available 

Input: AH = channel (0 or 1) 

output: AX = return code 
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Function: Get Time Elapsed (AL = 10) 

Descr: Get the system time (time elapsed since processor 

was initialized) 

Input: none 

output: AX = 100 usee count 

BX = seconds (low word) 

CX = seconds (high word) 

4.3 IBM PC Application Interface 

The IBM PC communicates with the MPE on the Interface 

Card and the Development Card via the 32 Kbyte shared RAM. 

This 32 Kbyte shared RAM is divided into two 16 Kbyte areas. 

The lowest 16 Kbytes are the MPE receive area (or IBM PC 

send area) and the upper 16 Kbytes are the MPE send area 

(or the IBM PC receive area). Each of these 16 Kbyte areas 

are subdivided into 32, 512 byte blocks. The first 512 byte 

block in each area is used for block control information and 

the remaining 31 blocks are used as message data blocks for 

sending/receiving information between the two processors. 

The first word in the block control area is a pointer to 

the first full block and the second word is a pointer to 

the last full block. The blocks are filled/emptied in a 

circular list fashion. 

After the first two words (4 bytes) in the block control 

area are 31 four byte areas that contain control information 

on each of the 31 data blocks. The first two bytes of each 
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of these four byte areas Is the size of the Information 

block, the third byte is used for control, and the fourth 

byte is the block sequence number. The control byte defines 

the type of information in the block. The sequence number 

is used when multiple blocks are sent/received to ensure 

that the proper sequence of the data is maintained. 

Of these 31 data blocks available in each of the send/ 

receive areas, the first block is used by the IBM PC to 

request a Monitor service. As mentioned previously, the 

IBM PC can request the network status, network directory, 

to load program, and to execute a program. 

The IBM PC can access a register to determine the status 

of the send/receive areas to determine if a data block is 

ready to be received from the MPE or if a data block can 

be sent to the MPE (the MPE receive buffer is not full). 

This same register contains a bit that indicates the access 

status of the shared memory. When an IBM PC application 

desires to access the shared memory area to either send or 

receive a data block, an MPE interrupt (INTl) is generated 

by the IBM PC application by writing a 1 to this register. 

The MPE INTl interrupt handler then sets a bit indicating 

to the IBM PC that the shared memory area is available for 

it's use. When the IBM PC application is finished with the 

shared memory area, the MPE interrupt is lowered and the 

MPE controls access to shared memory area. 

The files Mnet_int.asm" and "pc_int.asm" include the 
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source listings of the routines that provide for the MPE 

and IBM PC interprocessor communications. 

Two programs, were developed for the IBM PC to demon

strate IP communications with the MPE. The first program, 

"net_stat.c", demonstrates how a Monitor service request 

is made by an IBM PC application. The second program, 

"net_sort.c", demonstrates how a MPE application is loaded 

and executed by the IBM PC, and how an IBM PC application 

communicates with a MPE application. 

4.4 Communications Subnetwork Performance 

An understanding of the performance of the IP Communica

tions Subnetwork is important in evaluating how effective 

a multiprocessor solution is for a given problem. From an 

applications point of view the performance of the Communica

tions Subnetwork may be measured as the maximum throughput 

of applications data on a given channel. The major factors 

affecting the maximum channel throughput are: 

- data transfer rate- (bits per second) 

- data encoding method (i.e. zero insertion) 

- frame size, frame header, frame check 

sequence, and frame delimiters 

- channel idle time (delay time between data 

frames being transferred on the channel) 

- channel access protocol (acknowledges, 

passing the TOKEN, TOKEN hold time, adding 
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new nodes, network registration) 

- channel propagation delay 

The data transfer rate can be incorporated into the 

performance measurement if the measurement variable is 

channel utilization. Channel utilization is obtained by 

dividing the data transfer rate into the maximum channel 

throughput. 

The SDLC protocol implemented by the Z8530 automatically 

inserts a zero after a bit stream of 5 consecutive ones to 

differentiate a byte within a frame from a frame delimiter. 

This unpredicatable occurence degrades channel utilization 

somewhat (a maximum of 16% in the worst case of a block of 

all one bit values being transmitted). In addition to zero 

insertion, the XDLC protocol implemented by this system also 

adds a 5 byte header, a two byte frame check sequence, and 

two bytes for frame delimiters to each frame sent. Added 

to these 9 bytes are three additional bytes used by the 

Network and Application layers for a total of 12 bytes of 

overhead in every application frame. This overhead can 

be minimized by making the total frame size as large as 

possible. 

A large frame size also minimizes the degrading effects 

on channel utilization by the channel idle time and the 

overhead due to the channel access protocol. The channel 

Idle time results primarily from the send delay time and 

the response window time. The send delay time is the time 
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allowed between each frame for each node on the channel to 

respond to the previous frame. The response window time 

is the maximum a sending node waits for an acknowledgement 

from another node. 

The overhead due to the channel access protocol results 

from passing the TOKEN, acknowledging information frames, 

searching for new nodes, and network registration of new 

nodes. Passing the TOKEN consists of sending a token frame 

(total frame size of 7 bytes) and a send delay time. Ack

nowledging an information frame consists of two send delays 

and a 7 byte acknowledge frame. 

Periodically, a node must search for a new node on the 

network if there is a gap in between it's own address and 

the address of it's current successor. The procedure to 

do this is to send a 7 byte poll frame and wait for a 7 byte 

acknowledge frame for each address in the gap. If a new 

node exists and sends an acknowledge frame, the new node 

must register on the network with the network supervisor. 

When the network supervisor registers a new node, an updated 

network directory is sent to each of the network nodes. 

Since it is more likely that all nodes will register when 

the network is first initialized, this seldom contributes 

to the degradation of the channel utilization. More likely 

however, is that a node will search a for a new node, no 

acknowledgement will be received, and the response window 

timer will expire. Thus the overhead generally attributed 
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to the process of periodically searching for a new succesor 

is the size of the address gap times the total delay for 

polling a nonexistant node (a send delay, time to send a 

7 byte frame, and a responsed window delay). 

One last contributing factor to the degradation of the 

channel utilization is the time a node is allowed to hold 

the TOKEN. Obviously, the longer a node can continue to 

send frames without having to transmit the TOKEN or search 

for a new successor, the less of an effect that these two 

factors have on degradation of the channel utilization. 

Conversely, the shorter the TOKEN hold time, the greater 

the degrading effect of those two factors. 

The obvious limitation on the TOKEN hold time is the 

maximum response time to an applications network request. 

The longer the TOKEN hold time, the longer the time it takes 

for the TOKEN to traverse the nodes on the bus, and thus the 

longer the time between responses to an application network 

request. The limitation of the size of a network frame is 

maximum response time, send/receive buffer size, and SDLC 

CRC error detection capabilities. The SDLC CRC is able 

to detect 99.995% of errors for frame less than 4,000 bytes. 

More important to this system however is the limited RAM 

available for frame buffering and the moderate data transfer 

rates (1 Mbps and 250 Kbps). A 4,000 byte frame transmitted 

with a 250 Kbps transfer rate would require 1/8 of a second 

to send which could really strain the maximum response time 
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even If there were sufficient RAM to support buffers that 

large. 

An application has control over four variables that 

can affect the application's channel utilization. These 

variables are the frame size, TOKEN hold time, search 

successor period, and total number of nodes possible on 

a channel. A frame buffer allows for a maximum of 512 bytes 

of application data. The TOKEN hold time is controlled by 

a two byte variable in the ROM data area that can be altered 

by an application. If this parameter is adjusted, care must 

be taken to ensure that the maximum time to pass the TOKEN 

to all nodes does not exceed the SUPERVISOR node's receive 

TOKEN time (this four byte parameter is also available for 

adjustment in the ROM data area). The third variable that 

can be adjusted is the search successor period. A one byte 

parameter in the ROM data area supplies a count of the times 

the TOKEN is received before the search successor process 

is initiated. Thus a node could search for a new successor 

each time the TOKEN was received or once every 256 times the 

TOKEN is received. Obviously the less frequent a search is 

made for a new successor, the longer a new node must wait to 

get on the network. The final variable that an application 

can adjust to affect channel utilization is the total number 

of nodes that can exist on a given channel. By selecting 

sequential addresses for all the nodes on one channel and 

setting this parameter equal to the number of nodes on the 
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channel, a search successor process never occurs after all 

the nodes are registered during the network initialization. 

The effect on channel utilization by these four control 

variables can be examined by experiment. This experiment 

consists of the IBM PC Development Card, an 80188 applica

tion, and an IBM PC application. The 80188 application is 

designed to ensure that the send buffers for each channel 

on the SCC are always full with information frames of a 

length specified by the given test. This ensures that the 

Data Link Control can always channel maximize utilization 

during the Token hold states. This application is also 

designed to vary the control variables affecting the Token 

hold time, the search successor period, and the maximum 

number of nodes on a channel. The IBM PC application is 

designed to get the system status using the monitor service 

routine "get_status" and display the system time and network 

statistics on the IBM PC terminal. 

By modifying the 80188 application to vary one of each 

of the four control variables at a time, several test runs 

of the 80188 application are made. In each test run, the 

network status is recorded at intervals where at least 

10,000 information frames have been transmitted by each of 

the SCC channels. The actual amount of application data 

transmitted in each of these information frames is deter

mined from the frame size used for each particular run and 

divided by the length of the interval between the two sue-
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cessive displays of the network status (the "get_status" 

function system time is used to determine the interval 

length). 

Using this procedure, the four control variables are 

varied, one at a time. The channel utilization data col

lected from these experiments is shown in Figures 4-1 

through 4-4. In all cases each node will be transmitting 

as many information frames as possible for the given TOKEN 

hold time. Also, since the IBM PC Development Card is 

the only network hardware available, all tests represent 

a channel with two nodes. A channel with two nodes is 

actually the worst case situation for channel utilization 

since the number of polls for a new successor is maximized 

in this instance. 
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In figure 4-1 the TOKEN hold time Is 200 msec, and the 

number o£ possible nodes Is two (no search successor 

process). 
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In £lgure 4-2 the application £came size is 512 bytes 

and the number of possible nodes is two (no search successor 

process). 
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In Figure 4-3 the frame size Is 512 bytes, the TOKEN 

hold time Is 200 msec, and the number of possible nodes is 

sixteen (maximum search successor process). 
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In figure 4-4 the frame size is 512 bytes, the TOKEN 

hold time is 200 msec, and the search successor period is 

ten. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The multiprocessor design presented in this paper Is 

sufficiently general to be used in a wide variety of appli

cations, basically any application that can be implemented 

on a distributed multiprocessing system. Traditional dis

tributed multiprocessing applications such as data base 

management systems, distributed control systems, and trans

action processing are readily implemented on this system. 

In addition, the low cost of this type of system provides 

the opportunity to expolore and develop multiprocessor 

applications for voice recognition, artificial intelligence, 

and expert systems. Many types of software simulations can 

be designed with such a system in areas such as computer 

networks, neural networks, transportation, manufacturing, 

economics, biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics, and 

medicine (the list is endless). 

Although this paper presents only one type of MPE 

for the multiprocessor system, other types of processing 

elements can be used as long as the same communications 

subnetwork is implemented. For example, one node in the 

network might be a digital signal processing device for 

providing real time analysis of the frequency content of 

a voice signal. Other processors in the same network could 

be data processing type processors (80188s) that search 
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a database for matches to frequency patterns (phenomes), 

match the phenomes with symbols and infer a meaning to 

the voice input. Nodes on the network might be high 

performance numeric processors, high end microprocessor 

units (Intel 80486s, INMOS Transputers, Motorola 68030, 

etc...), or disk file servers. Whatever configuration 

is chosen, complex multiprocessor networks can be created 

with a wide variety of processing elements as long as the 

same communications subnetwork is implemented. 

The discussion on the performance of the communications 

subnetwork in the previous chapter indicates that certain 

changes might be made to improve the utilization of the IP 

channels. In addition to maximizing utilization through 

control variable manipulation for each channel, the send/ 

receive buffers might be enlarged as well. But no matter 

how efficient the Z8530 channels are made, their moderate 

data transfer rates will always present a serious limitation 

to more sophisticated MPE designs. Fortunately, as micro

processor technology advances so does microcommunications 

technology. 

Currently there are microcommunications devices that 

support more sophisticated data link protocols and provide 

data transfer rates of 10 Mbps. As the product development 

cycle continues to make available more sophisticated devices 

and mass market acceptance lowers the costs, the opportunity 

to enhance the communications subnetwork will certainly 
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present itself. This is true as long as the current trend 

in growth of microcomputer networks continues (which seems 

most likely). 

Perhaps the most appealing aspect of designing a multi

processor system from available microprocessor and micro-

communications technology is the opportunity to exploit 

the performance to cost ratio. For any given task, there 

is always some method for assigning a performance measure

ment (MIPS, MOPS, MFLOPS, etc...) and generally there is 

always a set of alternative methods for performing the task. 

These methods may require implementing MPEs with one of 

many types of microprocessors (68000, 68020, 80186, 80286, 

etc...) each available in many speeds (5 MHz, 8 MHz, 25 MHz, 

etc...). For each microprocessor there are many hardware 

Performance 
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Cost 

Figure 5-1. Performance/Cost Relationship 
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implementations possible, each having a performance/cost 

relationship. As figure 5-1 suggests, the relationship 

between performance and cost tends towards a point of dimi

nishing return as performance increases. 

This point of diminishing return is when the incremental 

increase in performance is equal to the incremental increase 

in cost (slope of the curve in figure 5-1 is less than one). 

By analyzing the performance of alternative MPE designs for 

a given multiprocessor system design, the design that is 

closest to a performance/cost ratio of one (but not less 

than one) can be chosen and thus achieve maximum affordable 

performance. 
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